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Abstract: Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are potential candidates to enhance the heat balance of concrete, 
reducing internal stresses caused by differential heating in massive concrete elements. The higher the 
aspect ratio (AR) and content of CNTs, the greater the expected thermal conductivity (TC). However, high 
AR may impair the proper dispersion of CNTs in cementitious matrix, potentially harming the workability 
and mechanical strength of the composite. This work evaluated the effect of the AR (35, 250, 900, and 
3500) and content (0.05% and 0.10%) of CNTs on the TC, rheology (squeeze flow), and mechanical 
strength of cement paste. Results showed that 0.05% CNT increased the TC of paste by up to 15% for AR 
of 250, but further increasing AR progressively reduced the TC of the composite. In turn, 0.10% CNT 
incorporation did not result in significant TC gains. The yield stress and viscosity of the mixes 
progressively increased as CNTs content and AR increased, by up to 119% compared with plain cement 
paste. No significant differences were observed in 28-day compressive strength with 0.05% CNT 
incorporation, while 0.10% CNT led to slight strength reductions for some mixes. Regarding flexural 
strength, 0.05% incorporation of either CNT decreased the strength of the mixes while 0.10% incorporation 
generally compensated this reduction, except for the lowest aspect ratio. Overall, CNTs with intermediate 
AR (around 250) was effective in improving the thermal conductivity of cement paste, increasing it by 
15% with relatively low content (0.05%) while did not significantly impair the fresh and mechanical 
performance of the composite. 

Keywords: carbon nanotube, aspect ratio, Portland cement, rheology, thermal conductivity. 

Resumo: Nanotubos de carbono (NTCs) são potenciais candidatos a melhorar o balanço térmico do concreto, 
reduzindo as tensões internas causadas pelo aquecimento diferencial em elementos maciços de concreto. 
Quanto maior a relação de aspecto (RA) e o teor de NTCs, maior será a condutividade térmica (CT) esperada. 
Porém, uma RA elevada pode prejudicar a dispersão adequada do NTCs na matriz cimentícia, potencialmente 
prejudicando a trabalhabilidade e resistência mecânica do compósito. Este estudo avaliou o efeito do RA (35, 
250, 900 e 3500) e teor (0,05% e 0,10%) de NTCs na CT, reologia (squeeze flow) e resistência mecânica das 
pastas de cimento. Os resultados mostraram que a incorporação de 0,05% NTC aumentou a CT da pasta em 
até 15% para uma RA de 250, mas o aumento da RA reduziu progressivamente a CT do compósito. Por sua 
vez, a incorporação de 0,10% NTC não resultou em ganhos significativos de CT. A tensão de escoamento e a 
viscosidade das misturas aumentaram progressivamente com o aumento do teor de NTC e da RA, em até 
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119% em comparação com a pasta de cimento sem NTCs. Nenhuma diferença significativa foi observada na 
resistência à compressão de 28 dias com incorporação de 0,05% NTCs, enquanto 0,10% NTCs levou a 
pequenas reduções de resistência para algumas misturas. Em relação à resistência à flexão, a incorporação de 
0,05% de qualquer um dos NTCs diminuiu a resistência das misturas, enquanto a incorporação de 0,10% 
geralmente compensou essa redução, exceto pela RA mais baixa. No geral, os NTCs com RA intermediária 
(~250) foram eficazes em melhorar a condutividade térmica da pasta de cimento, aumentando-a em 15% com 
teor relativamente baixo (0,05%), enquanto não prejudicou significativamente o desempenho fresco e 
mecânico do compósito. 

Palavras-chave: nanotubos de carbono, relação de aspecto, cimento Portland, reologia, condutividade 
térmica. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, nanotechnology has gained much attention for research in the development of materials with unique 
properties. Nanoengineering (or nanomodification) of Portland cement-based materials is a rapid emerging field. 
Synthesis and assembly of materials with dimensions in the range 0.1–100 nm offer possibilities for the development 
of materials with new functions and smart properties not currently available [1]. Concrete can be nanoengineered by 
incorporating nanosized additions to control material behavior and add novel properties, or by grafting molecules onto 
cement particles, cement phases, aggregates, and admixtures that can provide surface functionality to promote specific 
interfacial interactions [2], [3]. Furthermore, recent studies reported the synthesis of nanoparticles directly on Portland 
clinker [4]. 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are potential candidates for use as nano reinforcements in Portland cement-based 
materials [5]. It exhibits extraordinary strength (tensile strength in the range of GPa) and modulus of elasticity in the 
order of TPa, in addition to having unique electronic and chemical properties [1]. As a result, several works showed 
that CNTs improved the compressive strength [6]–[10], tensile/flexural strength [7], [11]–[14], and modulus of 
elasticity [8], [15] of cementitious composite. In addition, CNTs may improve the durability of composite mainly by 
reducing the porosity of the cementitious matrix [10], [16]–[18]. 

Most research efforts have focused on the influence of CNTs on the mechanical performance and durability of 
cementitious composites, but very few studies investigated its effect on thermal properties. In fact, to the authors’ 
best knowledge, there are no studies investigating the effect of CNTs aspect ratio on the thermal conductivity of 
cementitious composite. Due to the high thermal conductivity of CNTs (about 750 W/m⸱K [19]), they have been 
used to enhance the thermal conductivity of heating or cooling fluids [20]. In addition, its aspect ratio ranges from 
20 up to 10000, making CNTs an interesting choice for electrical/thermal conductive or percolating networks at 
lower loadings. Although low thermal conductivity values are often desired for building materials (e.g. to improve 
thermal insulation), high thermal conductivity can be used as a tool to improve the heat balance of large volumes of 
concrete [21], facilitating the cooling of the interior of massive concrete elements (e.g. dams and foundation 
elements) and avoiding the appearance of internal stresses caused by differential heating [22]. There are reports of 
substantial increases in the thermal conductivity with CNTs incorporation in epoxy [23]–[25] and polyurethane 
composites [26]. Thus, the incorporation of CNTs in Portland cement matrix may increase the thermal conductivity 
of the composite. 

Regarding the fresh state performance of CNT-reinforced cementitious composites, the incorporation of nanotubes 
tends to negatively affect the flowability of the materials. Overall, the very high specific surface area of CNTs and their 
trend for clustering tend to reduce the flowability of cement paste when CNTs are added [27]. However, such flowability 
loss may be overcome with the incorporation of superplasticizer as confirmed by Skripkiunas et al. [28]. In this context, 
most of the studies investigated the effect of CNTs dispersion mechanism and content on the fresh state performance 
of cement paste, while the effect of the CNTs aspect ratio was few investigated. Collins et al. [29] investigated such 
effect through the mini slump test, but this is an empirical test and can lead to errors in estimating the rheological 
properties of the material. 

Thus, this work investigated the effect of CNTs aspect ratio on the thermal conductivity and rheological properties 
of cement paste (through the squeeze flow test), in addition to mechanical performance characterization. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

2.1 Materials and mixes 
Multiwalled CNTs with four different aspect ratios (i.e. length/diameter ratios) were used: 35, 250, 900, and 3500. 

The CNTs were purchased from Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials and Cheap Tubes Inc. The characteristics of 
the CNTs used were provided by the manufacturers and are shown in Table 1. One can note that CNT’s specific surface 
area (SSA) generally increased as its aspect ratio increased, in agreement with previous literature reports [30], [31]. 

Table 1. Carbon nanotubes characteristics. 

Type Density (g/cm3) External Ø 
(nm) 

Length 
(µm) Aspect ratio Purity (%) SSA (m2/g) 

CNT-35 1.7 – 1.9 40-60 0.5-2 17-50 95 > 40 
CNT-250 2.1 40-70 5-15 125-375 94 > 40 
CNT-900 1.5 – 1.9 20-30 10-30 333-1500 95 110 
CNT-3500 1.5 -1.9 8-15 10-50 666-6250 95 233 

An ordinary Portland cement (CP I-S 32 [32]), a polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer (with density of 1.09 g/cm3 
and solid content of 30.5%) and distilled water were used for paste production. The water/cement (w/c) ratio and the 
superplasticizer content were fixed for all the mixes, respectively at 0.30 and 0.1% by weight of cement. The use of 
such w/c ratio was previously reported in the literature [27], [28], [30], while this superplasticizer content allowed to 
produce flowable pastes. Each CNT was added in the amount of 0.05% (CNT 0.05) and 0.10% (CNT 0.10) by weight 
of cement. Cement paste without CNT (Ref) was also prepared for comparison purpose. 

2.2 Sample preparation 
Firstly, CNTs, water and superplasticizer were mixed and sonicated for 20 min at 55 kHz in a low energy water 

bath sonicator (to prevent damaging the CNTs). Then, this suspension was added to the mixer container together with 
cement, and the paste was mixed for 3 min. After mixing, a portion of the sample was immediately used for the 
rheological measurements, while the remainder was used for casting the specimens as seen next. 

For each mix, the following specimens were cast: 3 cylindrical specimens of 20 mm x 50 mm (diameter x height) 
for thermal conductivity measurements; 5 cylindrical specimens of 20 mm x 40 mm (diameter x height) for compressive 
strength tests; and 4 prismatic specimens of 5 mm x 20 mm x 60 mm (thickness x height x length) for flexural strength 
tests. One day after casting, the specimens were demolded and stored in lime-saturated water until testing. All the tests 
were conducted at 28 days of age. 

2.3 Testing methods 
The rheological behavior of the pastes was evaluated through the squeeze flow test. It consists of applying a load 

on a fresh disc sample placed between two parallel plates at a constant normal strain [33], [34]. This test was 
successfully used to evaluate the fresh state behavior of cement pastes [35], [36] and mortars [37]–[39]. Tests were 
conducted in paste samples of 93 mm in diameter and 10 mm in thickness, using a universal testing machine Instron 
5569. The displacement rate was 0.1 mm/s and the total displacement was 5 mm. A 25 mm-diameter steel punch was 
used, meeting the minimum Øsample/Øpunch ratio of 3 prescribed by Min et al. [35] to minimize compressive stresses 
generated by sample confinement. Tests were conducted on three fresh samples for each mix. 

The rheological parameters viscosity (η, in Pa.s) and yield stress (τ0, in Pa) were estimated using respectively 
Equations 1 and 2, proposed by Meeten [34]. Although the actual yield stress is measured by rotational rheometry [40], 
similar approaches have been successfully used to estimate the yield stress of cement-based materials [37], [38], [41]. 
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where F = force (N); t = testing time elapsed (s); h0 = initial sample height (mm); h = final sample height (mm); and 
D = sample diameter (mm). 

At 28 days, compressive and flexural strength (three-point bending) tests were conducted using the same universal 
testing machine mentioned above, with testing rates of 2.5 and 0.01 mm/min, respectively. Prior to flexural strength 
test, the density of the specimens was determined using a hydrostatic balance. Thermal conductivity tests were 
conducted using a C-Therm TCi analyzer, based on the transient plane source (TPS) method [42]. A Wakefield thermal 
grease was used as a contact agent between the probe and the sample. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 Rheological behavior 
Figure 1 shows the squeeze flow curves of the pastes and Figure 2 shows the rheological parameters of the mixes. 

The increase in CNT content progressively increased the yield stress and viscosity of paste for a given aspect ratio. 
These increases were of up to 119% both for yield stress and viscosity (CNT 3500 – 0.10%), in comparison with the 
Ref mix. This may be associated with the very high specific surface area of CNTs (40-223 m3/g, shown in Table 1) and 
their tendency to agglomerate. According to Roussel et al. [43], in cementitious suspension, the colloidal surface 
interactions form a particle network within the first few seconds. In addition, the first hydration products form C-S-H 
bridges between the particles already in the first 100 seconds. Both phenomena increase the hardness of the particle 
network – and therefore of the cement paste – in a very early age. In this regard, the increase in flocculation strength 
and floc size with the incorporation of nanomaterials was already reported for cementitious systems [3], [44], which 
can increase the stiffness of paste, consequently increasing its yield stress and viscosity. In addition, CNTs tend to self-
associate into micro-scale agglomerates [45]. Such clustering traps part of the water and superplasticizer, reducing their 
availability for lubricating and dispersing the cement grains and the nanotubes itself [10]. These results are in line with 
those reported in the literature. Skripkiunas et al. [27] found yield stress increases of up to 270% when incorporated 
0.12% CNT in cement pastes with superplasticizer. Ma et al. [46] observed viscosity and yield stress increases of about 
30% when incorporated 0.01% CNT in Portland cement paste. Mohamadian et al. [47] observed viscosity and yield 
stress increases of up to 16% and 61%, respectively, when incorporated up to 5% of a Methyl Methacrylate-CNT 
composite in oil/gas wellbore cement paste. Despite yield stress increases, Skripkiunas et al. [27] reported reductions 
in the shear thickening behavior with CNTs incorporation. This phenomenon corresponds to the progressive increase 
in viscosity as the shear rate increases. In cementitious systems, it is mainly caused by the formation of clusters of un-
adsorbed superplasticizer molecules, which hinders the flow during shear [48], [49]. Considering that superplasticizer 
is commonly used to disperse CNTs in cementitious matrix [10], [29], [50], the incorporation of CNTs may adsorb such 
“leftover” polymer molecules, reducing the shear thickening occurrence. This may be of practical interest, such as for 
pumping applications where the material is subjected to high shear rates. 

Furthermore, for a given CNT content, the increase in its aspect ratio generally increased the yield stress and 
viscosity of paste, and these increases were higher for the highest CNT content. For example, CNT-3500 had yield 
stress and viscosity 56% higher than CNT-35 for 0.05% CNT, and 85% higher for 0.10% CNT. This can be explained 
by the higher difficulty to disperse longer CNTs, together with the increase in the SSA of CNT as its aspect ratio 
increased (Table 1). In agreement with that, Abu Al-Rub et al. [51] investigated the effect of CNTs aspect ratio on the 
mechanical properties of cement paste, finding that shorter CNTs resulted in higher dispersion in cement paste and 
improved homogeneity (i.e. reduced CNT-free volume of cement paste). Also, electron microscopy images indicated 
that longer CNTs further bridge the neighboring hydration products, which can increase the stiffness of the paste as 
discussed above. Similarly, Konsta-Gdoutos et al. [15] concluded that longer CNTs are more difficult to disperse. 
Regarding the impact of CNT aspect ratio on the fresh performance of cement paste, Collins et al. [29] incorporated 
CNTs with average aspect ratios of 200, 1000 and 1125 in cement pastes with 0.05% CNT, finding no significant 
differences in the mini slump flow (from 67.6 to 69.4 mm) for the mixes. However, two aspects must be stressed in 
their study: (i) the authors did not incorporate superplasticizer in these pastes, which may prevent proper dispersion of 
CNTs; and (ii) previous studies [52] showed that the mini slump test may be inaccurate to predict the yield stress of 
paste especially at such low mini slump spread, i.e., around 60 mm where the sample is not completely self-leveling. 
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In turn, the squeeze flow test has been shown to be a precise tool to evaluate the rheological properties of cement-based 
composites [37], [41] and is more sensitive to small property variations. 

 
Figure 1. Squeeze flow test curves (applied load vs. displacement) of the pastes. (a) 0.05% CNT; (b) 0.10% CNT. 

 
Figure 2. Rheological parameters of the pastes. (a) yield stress; (b) viscosity. 

3.2 Mechanical tests 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively show the compressive and flexural strength of the pastes at 28 days. No 

significant differences were observed between the compressive strength of the reference mix and the paste with 0.05% 
CNT, regardless of the CNTs aspect ratios. However, a slight compressive strength decrease was observed in mixtures 
with 0.10% CNT. The lack of significant strength gain (or even strength reduction) with CNTs incorporation was 
already addressed in the literature. MacLeod et al. [53] conducted an extensive survey on the effect of CNTs 
incorporation on the 28-day compressive strength of cement-based composites. From 13 mixes with water/binder ratio 
below 0.35 (as used in the current work), only two mixes had a significant compressive strength increase with nanotube 
incorporation. Ma et al. [46] found equivalent 7- and 28-day compressive strength for plain and CNT-reinforced fly 
ash-blast furnace slag-cement mortars with 0.01% CNT. Collins et al. [29] also found 28-day compressive strength 
reductions of 8% and 11% when incorporated 0.05% CNT with mean aspect ratios of 200 and 1125, respectively, 
compared with plain cement paste. Finally, Hu et al. [6] and Mohsen et al. [54] reported negligible differences in 
compressive strength with CNTs addition in up to 0.10%. By contrast, in the survey of MacLeod et al. [53], the highest 
28-day strength improvements were reported for mixes with water/binder ratios above 0.45, reaching improvements of 
the order of 60%. This trend can be associated with the harder dispersion of CNTs in paste with low water/binder ratio, 
also reported by Mendoza-Reales et al. [55] and Zhou et al. [9]. 

Regarding the flexural strength, incorporating 0.05% CNT decreased the strength of composite regardless of the CNTs 
aspect ratio. This was confirmed by one-way ANOVA, dividing the samples in groups according to the CNT type used; 
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p-values were 0.096, 0.456, 0.245 and 0.084 respectively for CNT 35, 250, 900 and 3500, indicating significant difference 
for 95% reliability. Similarly, Tyson et al. [56] reported flexural strength reduction of about 70% with CNTs incorporation 
at the latter age tested (i.e. 21 days). Flexural strength is generally more sensitive to heterogeneities and defects in the 
matrix than compressive strength [57]. In turn, increasing the CNT content up to 0.10% generally compensated the strength 
loss observed for 0.05% CNT incorporation, except for CNT-35. This behavior was similar to the one reported by 
Mohsen et al. [54], which obtained equivalent strengths for 0% and 0.08% CNT incorporation. According to 
Sobolkina et al. [58], during load, cracks are originated in the weaker zones of the composite which generally correspond 
to the contacts between the C-S-H regions. CNTs bridge C-S-H regions (in the scale of around 1 µm) and promotes an 
interlock of needle-like C-S-H crystals, therefore reinforcing such week zones and promoting strength increase. In the case 
of CNT-35, its low length (around 1 µm compared with 5-50 µm for the others) prevented the flexural strength gain 
promoted by increased nanotube content. These results agree with the findings of Abu Al-Rub et al. [51], which evaluated 
cement pastes with “long CNTs” (length of 10-30 µm, comparable with CNT-3500) and “short CNTs” (length of 1.5 µm, 
comparable with CNT-35) in 0.04% and 0.1%. The authors observed that long CNTs led to 28-day flexural strengths from 
20% to 30% higher than short CNTs did, for the same incorporation level. 

Concerning the effect of CNTs aspect ratio, the main conclusion of Konsta-Gdoutos et al. [15], [30] and Abu Al-
Rub et al. [51] was that, to achieve the same mechanical performance level, lower CNTs content are needed as the aspect 
ratio increases. In our work, the optimum CNT content and aspect ratio were 0.10% and 900, respectively; higher aspect 
ratio decreased the compressive strength while shorter aspect ratio prevented proper flexural strength improvement. 

 
Figure 3. Compressive strength of the pastes at 28 days. 

 
Figure 4. Flexural strength of the pastes at 28 days. 
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3.3 Thermal conductivity 
Figure 5 shows the density of the pastes and Figure 6 shows the effect of the CNTs on their thermal conductivity. 

No significant differences were observed between the density of the composites; therefore, the differences in thermal 
conductivity may be attributed to the presence of CNTs. The addition of 0.05% CNT improved the thermal conductivity 
of the composite by up to 15% when the CNTs aspect ratio increased up to 250, regardless of the CNT content. This 
finding was expected, since CNTs thermal conductivity is about 1000 times higher the one of plain cement paste 
(discussed next), and increasing the CNTs aspect ratio tends to increase the conductivity of the composite since it 
enables the formation of a more extensive network of nanotubes at the same weight content [23]. Furthermore, 
incorporating 0.05% of both CNT-900 and CNT-3500 slightly decreased the thermal conductivity of composite 
compare with the 0.05% CNT-250 mix, but they were still higher those of the 0.05% CNT-35 and Ref mixes. A similar 
overall trend was observed for 0.10% CNT incorporation when its aspect ratio increased (except for CNT-3500), but 
the thermal conductivity values found for the highest CNT content were lower than those found for the lowest CNT 
content when comparing respective aspect ratios. From the viewpoint of thermal conductivity, this behavior seems to 
be contradictory. However, increasing the CNT content and aspect ratio tend to increase the difficulty to 
homogeneously disperse it on the cementitious matrix, and this was evidenced by the fact that the highest CNTs aspect 
ratio and content led to the lowest thermal conductivity among the pastes, even lower than that of plain cement paste. 
Nonetheless, thermal conductivity tests showed a substantial improvement on such property (by up to 15%) with the 
incorporation of relatively low content of CNTs (0.05%), confirming the potential of this nanomaterial to improve the 
thermal conductivity of cement-based materials. 

 
Figure 5. Density of the cement pastes. 

 
Figure 6. Thermal conductivity of the pastes as a function of CNT aspect ratio and content. 
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Furthermore, the experimental values of thermal conductivity were compared with theoretical values calculated 
using the Lewis-Nielsen model. The advantages of this model are its simplicity and coverage of a broad range of particle 
shapes and patterns, particularly the fiber aspect ratio [59], [60]. The thermal conductivity (K) of a two-phase system 
composed of a non-conductive matrix (here, cementitious matrix) and a conductive filler (here, CNT) was determined 
by Equations 3–5, according to works reported in the literature [59], [61]. 

( )( )1 2K k 1 ABΨ= + ∅  (3) 

/2 2

1 1

k kB 1 A
k k

   
= − +   
   

 (4) 

2

m
2

m

1Ψ 1 φ φ
φ

 −
= +   

 
 (5) 

Where k1 = thermal conductivities of the cement paste matrix (W/m⸱K); k2 = thermal conductivities of CNT (equal to 
750, estimated from [19]) (W/m⸱K); A = CNT aspect ratio; 2∅  = filler volume fraction; and mφ  = maximum filler 
volume fraction. 

Figure 7 compares the measured thermal conductivity values with those predicted by the Lewis-Nielsen model and 
Table 2 details the values. Good agreement between the theoretical and measured values was observed for the 
incorporation of CNT-35 and CNT-250 in 0.05% (differences of up to 2.7%). However, as the CNTs aspect ratio and 
content increased, the experimental results deviated from those predicted by the Lewis-Nielsen model. This is because 
the theoretical model assumes that the “filler” phase (i.e. CNTs) is perfectly distributed throughout the matrix, while 
such homogeneity worsens as the CNT content and aspect ratio increases. Finally, Figure 7 shows the great potential 
of CNTs to improve the thermal conductivity of cement composite, more than doubling the conductivity of the paste 
with the incorporation of 0.10% CNT in theory. 

 
Figure 7. Predicted (Lewis-Nielsen model) and measured thermal conductivity of the CNT-reinforced cement pastes, for the 

different CNT aspect ratio and content. 
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Table 2. Detailed data from the Lewis-Nielsen prediction model. 
 CNT volume fraction A B Ψ PTC (W/m⸱K) MTC (W/m⸱K)* 
Reference paste 0 - - - 0.729 0.729 (0.026) 
CNT-35-0.05% 0.00089 35 0.9661 ~1 0.752 0.766 (0.042) 
CNT-35-0.1% 0.00178 35 0.9661 ~1 0.774 0.728 (0.051) 
CNT-250-0.05% 0.00089 250 0.8037 ~1 0.860 0.837 (0.038) 
CNT-250-0.1% 0.00178 250 0.8037 ~1 0.991 0.756 (0.049) 
CNT-900-0.05% 0.00089 900 0.5328 ~1 1.041 0.803 (0.029) 
CNT-900-0.1% 0.00178 900 0.5328 ~1 1.352 0.747 (0.042) 
CNT-3500-0.05% 0.00089 3500 0.2269 ~1 1.245 0.782 (0.051) 
CNT-3500-0.1% 0.00178 3500 0.2269 ~1 1.760 0.707 (0.042) 

PTC: Predicted thermal conductivity; MDC: Measured thermal conductivity; *average (standard deviation). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
This work investigated the effect of the CNTs aspect ratio on the rheology, thermal conductivity and mechanical 

properties of Portland cement paste. Specifically, CNTs with aspect ratios of 35, 250, 900, and 3500 were added in 
0.05% and 0.10% over the cement weight. Based on the results presented, the following conclusions were drawn: 
(i) Squeeze flow test showed that the increase in CNT content progressively increased the yield stress and viscosity of 

the paste, by up to 119% in comparison with plain cement paste. The increase in CNTs aspect ratio also increased 
these properties for a given incorporation level, reaching values 86% higher when 0.10% CNT-3500 was 
incorporated compared with the same level of CNT-35. 

(ii) No significant differences were observed in the compressive strength of paste when 0.05% CNT was incorporated 
regardless of its aspect ratio. In turn, 0.10% incorporation led to slight strength reductions in some mixes (i.e. for 
CNT-250 and -3500). Regarding flexural strength, 0.05% incorporation of either CNTs decreased the strength of 
the mixes, while 0.10% incorporation generally compensated this reduction except for the lowest aspect ratio. 

(iii) Thermal conductivity tests showed that incorporating 0.05% CNT improved the thermal conductivity of the 
composite regardless of the CNTs aspect ratio. These improvements were of up to 15% for CNT-250. In turn, further 
incorporating CNTs did not result in major improvements in this property, eventually decreasing the thermal 
conductivity of the composite (e.g. for 0.10% of CNT-3500). Furthermore, thermal conductivity experimental 
values were compared with theoretical values obtained by the Lewis-Nielsen model. Good agreement between the 
theoretical and measured values was observed for the incorporation of CNT-35 and CNT-250 in 0.05% (differences 
of up to 2.7%); however, as the CNTs aspect ratio and content increased, the experimental results deviated from 
those predicted. 
These findings indicate the good potential of CNTs to improve the thermal conductivity of cement-based materials 

while keeping their fresh and mechanical performance. The incorporation of CNTs with an intermediate aspect ratio 
(i.e. 250) led to a 15% increase in the thermal conductivity of the composite for a relatively low CNTs content (0.05% 
over the cement weight). Finally, the good dispersion of the CNTs would be a key factor to reach better performance. 
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